**Basketball Team Expected to Win Tomorrow Night**

Game in Hangar Against Clark Engineers; Undoubtedly in Five Games

Technology's strong basketball team will meet Clark University tonight at 8:30 in the campus hangar. It is expected that the game will be an easy victory for the Engineers. The Hangar is well chosen for the contest by the addition to the squad of G. Kingman Crosby, '34, who has been playing center on the dormitory's F. C. T. A. team for the past year.

Crosby has been playing plenty of center in the prep school as one of the high scorers.

Coach McCaffrey is expecting to start George O'Brien and the center poet, Frank Fossett as forwards, Pat Ameiss and Bill Haines as guards, and probably Bob Melvier as center, but with such excellent men on the sidelines as he has, there will be plenty of substitution, especially against Clark who is not as strong as the team recently faced.

**Tech-in-Turkey is Abandoned by TCA for the next four sessions beginning October 24th, showing improvements of approximately $1,500 and a $800 payment on the Tech Cabin principle by the Undergraduate Association. It was suggested and approved that the Room Registry System for all students in the freshmen dormitaries be established and that a room be assigned to each student by the TCA. This system is being adopted by the TCA, as has been done in the past, due to the new changes. In the future course syllabus will be handed by the Book Exchange department of the union. The faculty may be obtained at the admiral office and at various locations.

Mr. Fred and Mrs. Rose comprised a committee and obtained the anonymous donor of the rent for the Student House as to his plans for the season. The Robertus House, at 129 Bay State Road, is a co-operative house for students who have decided to make themselves do the housework, thus conserving money and promoting the spirit of living. The donor told the committee that he would make the house available for at least two more years.

The Tech Cabin has been in almost continuous operation for the past five months, and contributions of $10 each have been received from various engineering societies which have visited the lab. After the Cabin was built two years ago, the students took a long time to find a tenant, but now, and two months later a tenant has been found. The first one in December the two fire extinguishers disappeared and at the time the students who had the medical equipment and 2/4 of the food had been stolen. Since that event has been explained by the TCA, and a recommendation that the premises be insured has been made, but insurance will probably not be taken out because of cost.